
Kent Leach is a Professor at the University of California, Davis, with appointments in the 
Departments of Biomedical Engineering and Orthopaedic Surgery. He received his PhD in 
chemical engineering from the University of Oklahoma (2003) and completed postdoctoral 
fellowships at the University of Michigan and Harvard University. He joined the faculty at UC 
Davis in 2005 and has progressed through the academic ranks. He is currently the Interim Vice 
Chair of Research in Orthopaedic Surgery, where he seeks to advance the collaborative 
research efforts in orthopedics with many other departments at UC Davis. 

Kent’s primary research focus is the development and engineering of cell-instructive 
biomaterials for tissue engineering. Kent’s publications span several scientific areas including 
design of biomaterials that induce transplanted or endogenous stem and progenitor cells toward 
bone-, cartilage, or vascularizing proangiogenic phenotypes, development of polymer-ceramic 
composites for bone engineering, cell-secreted biomaterials to instruct cell fate and survival, 
and controlled delivery of proteins and lipids to manipulate cell function. A major emphasis of 
the laboratory is to understand how engineered tissues are developing or remodeling in situ. 
Thus, the laboratory employs multiple imaging modalities to observe cellular function in situ, 
which enables Kent’s trainees to work at the interface of biomedical imaging, biomaterials, and 
tissue engineering. Kent’s laboratory is highly translational, leveraging strong collaborations with 
clinicians and veterinarians to test treatment strategies in animal models with clinical relevance. 
He has published over 100 full-sized peer reviewed papers and book chapters. Kent has been 
continually funded throughout his career, including support from NIH, DoD, California Institute of 
Regenerative Medicine (CIRM), various foundations, and industry. He has taught undergraduate 
and graduate courses in tissue engineering, biomaterials, and biotransport – each fundamental 
topics in the field of tissue engineering. He is an active mentor to trainees interested in 
contributing to the discipline, having trained 30 graduate students, 7 post-docs, 42 
undergraduates, 4 residents from the Schools of Medicine and Veterinary Medicine, and 3 
visiting scholars. He received the 2014 Engineering Outstanding Engineering Teaching Faculty 
Award and the 2015 Mentoring at Critical Transitions Fellowship. 

Kent has been an active member of TERMIS for more than 15 years, dating back to when 
he was a postdoc. He has been an abstract reviewer almost annually since then and served as 
session chair at meetings. He served on the TERMIS Membership committee (2010-2011), 
TERMIS America’s Council (2016-2018) and is presently on the Editorial Board of Tissue 
Engineering Parts A, B, C, the flagship journal of the Society. He is an active reviewer and 
publisher in the journal as well. Kent is also a strong contributor to other organizations that 
overlap in mission and goals with TERMIS including the Society for Biomaterials (SFB) and the 
Biomedical Engineering Society (BMES). 
 
Vision Statement. As a member of the Council, I will work to bridge the diverse scientific 
communities within our discipline and recognize student-driven diversity and mentoring 
initiatives. The breadth of our discipline presents numerous opportunities and challenges. It is 
critical for TERMIS to increase the representation of other engineering interests (e.g., 
biomedical imaging, computational biology, and engineering education) in all facets of the 
Society. I will work to ensure that TERMIS is the primary home of those interested in tissue 
engineering. I will work with the Program Committee to devise exciting sessions and symposia 
that cross-pollinate across research areas to educate scientists in emerging areas, promote 
collaboration, and broaden inclusivity for all scientists in TERMIS. Secondly, diversity drives 
innovation and is critical to the future success of our field. Institutions and programs work hard 
to promote diversity among the student population through recruitment and retention. However, 
students are developing innovative strategies at a grass roots level to advance diversity in 
engineering and promote the success of young scientists through creative mentoring activities. 
Thus, I propose establishing a program to support these efforts and to acknowledge and 
recognize these students and their specific contributions in this area. 


